
“Pushing on a String” 
 

Eye-opening REALITIES of Public Transportation DECLINE. 

PSTA . . . 20% decline in 4 years exceeds national rate. 
 

Mass transit is collapsing everywhere | TheHill 
https://thehill.com/opinion/campaign/387498-mass-transit-is-collapsing-everywhere 

May 13, 2018 - Following three years of steady declines, these numbers 

present a dire picture of the nation's transit industry.  

  

Falling transit ridership poses an 'emergency' for cities,  
https://www.washingtonpost.com/.../falling-transit-ridership.../ffb67c28-2865-11e8-874... 

Mar 24, 2018 - Transit ridership fell in 31 of 35 major metropolitan 
areas in the United States last year, 

 

Charting Public Transit's Decline 
Cato Institute,  By Randal O'Toole,  November 8, 2018 

(46 References) 

https://www.cato.org/publications/policy-analysis/charting-public-transits-decline 

  

• "Nationwide transit ridership has declined steadily since 2014, with large 
urban areas, including Atlanta, Miami, and Los Angeles, losing more than 20 
percent of their transit riders." 

  

• “I call it the transit death spiral,” says Darrell Johnson, CEO, California’s 
Orange County Transportation Authority. “It’s a never-ending pattern." 
 

• “The supposed social, environmental, and economic development benefits of 
transit are negligible to nonexistent. Federal, state, and local governments 
should withdraw subsidies to transit and allow private operators to take over 
where the demand still justifies mass transit operations.” 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

Rapidly improving technologies have left Americans familiar with the replacement 
of old technologies with new ones. Word processors replaced typewriters; pocket 
calculators replaced slide rules; cell phones are replacing landline phones, which 
replaced the telegraph; online movie streaming replaced video stores; and so forth.  
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Only in passenger transportation — urban transit and intercity passenger trains — 
is the government trying to halt such technology replacement through government 
ownership and subsidies. Yet those efforts are failing, which calls into question 
why they were needed in the first place. 

To deal with declining revenues, transit agencies are asking legislators and voters 
for increased subsidies. But growing subsidies have already failed to counter the 
forces causing transit decline: moderate fuel prices; dispersion of jobs; increasing 
auto ownership; and most recently, competition from ride-hailing companies. 

Transit is not going to relieve traffic congestion, save energy, or reduce air 
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions if ridership is declining. Nor is transit 
needed to help most low-income workers, as nearly all of them have access to cars, 
while people who can’t drive can use ride hailing or other alternatives. 

Transit advocates argue that all transportation is subsidized, so transit shouldn’t 
be judged by the subsidies it receives. It is true that some other forms of are 
subsidized, and the case for those subsidies is usually just as weak. But no other 
form of transportation is as heavily subsidized as transit, which gets more than 70 
times the subsidies per passenger mile as highways, roads, and streets.      
Rather than dump tens of billions of dollars a year on transit, it would make more 
sense to end subsidies to other forms of transportation. 

The decline in transit ridership despite steadily increasing subsidies only shows 
that transit is obsolete and irrelevant in all but a handful of urban areas. Without 
subsidies, private transit will spring up in areas that really need it. But the 
subsidies are merely a drain on the national and local economies without 
providing any social, environmental, or economic benefits. In short, all of the 
justifications that have been used for subsidizing transit have disappeared, and 
those subsidies should be terminated or phased out. 

 

WALL STREET JOURNAL ~ “Transit Fantasies” 
 

Albuquerque’s Electric Bus Takes a Wrong Turn and Goes 
Nowhere      By Stephen Ford, March 29, 2019  https://www.wsj.com/articles/albuquerques-electric-bus-takes-a-

wrong-turn-and-goes-nowhere11553899172?mod=searchresults&page=1&pos=1 

 

Advocates force businesses to suffer along historic Route 66   

while they indulge their transit fantasies. 

Whether it’s the Washington DC streetcar, California’s bullet train, or 
New York’s Second Avenue subway, public-transit are almost always 
disruptive, delayed, over budget, or underused – if not all of the above. 

Add another example to the list: A dead-end bus line in Albuquerque. 
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